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Content, Marketing

Gaming and Technology
Beat Sabor Game Report Excerpt:
...Music selections are curated to provide beat-driven and dynamic choices for game
play. The bright red and blue beats are easily distinguished from the rest of the backdrop even
in the most challenging sequences of the game. The aesthetic is vibrant and musical packs
range from EDM mixes to classic 70’s rock ballads. Familiarity with the selected song
undoubtedly adds ease to the beat crashing experience. Each new influx of beats is delivered
on specifically timed, nuanced, cues. Coordination and rhythm are constantly tested during
game play.
Beat Sabor succeeds in delivering an easy to understand, clear, and attention grabbing
interface. Attention must be fixed to each approaching obstacle, each instruction, and each
approaching beat in order to progress. Unlike many VR and mixed reality games, Beat Sabor
boasts quality animation that adds to the believability of the virtual world. Heart rate is raised
and coordination tested to a degree that challenges users from a wide array of fitness levels.
However for the injured, extremely sedentary, or physically compromised; the game may be too
difficult...

Marketing
Sparkle Chow Mead Promo:

Instagram Promo Video Copy:
Photos and performance footage of artist are edited together for sixty second Instagram promo.
Text is superimposed over footage to create playful narrative for livestream promo video.
Artist [Potrayed by still photo]
So I’m kind of… :0 :0 :0 oh you know, doing a livestream!?
Abstract Girl [Artistic still in investigatory pose.] What?
80’s Snot [Fans herself in haughty manner dressed in 80’s attire. Backdrop comedically falls in
sync with resting fan pose.] She said she’s doing a livestream you moron, urgh!!
Sassy Designer [Comedically uses ribbon to cover eyes along with ears while visibly
mumbling.] Gonna cover my ears, cause all I hear is ‘rude.’
80’s Snot [Resumes haughty fanning and posing in 80’s music video fashion.] Lame, get with
the 80’s!
Artist [Still photo] Uh wow, ok, well it’s gonna be this Friday for anyone who’s interested.

Weirdo [Desperately reaches for paint tubes hoping that no one is looking. Excitedly smells
paint and prepares to paint herself.] I’m only interested in paint.
80’s Snot [Fans herself imperiously while modeling with midi keyboard.] I’m only interested if
they’ve got an inheritance.
Creepy Girl [Stares vacantly in eye mask while camera pans out.] I’m only interested in ghosts,
I’m ectosexual.
Dance Girl [Interrupts scene while manipulating animation with authoritative movements.]
Stop!!!!!!!!!!!!
Artist [Still photo] Yes, please, stop! Shut up and let me speak! Thank you!
Dramatic, anguished girl [Dramatically, desperately singing as if crying.] But when, where,
how? You can’t just plan things without details :’(
Event detail copy briefly flashes onto screen.
Artist [Still photo] Ok, got it? good. No excuses, see you on Friday!!

Health and Fitness
CBD Blog Article:
Inflamed, irritable, exhausted? It turns out CBD oil (legal in all U.S. states) may very well be
the solution to your woes. CBD deeply impacts the endocannabinoid system to optimize the
body’s functions. Scientists are discovering that the endocannabinoid system holds the key to a
myriad of health solutions. This system is comprised of lipid based neurotransmitters that deeply
impact everything from sleep to immunity to endocrine function. CBD oil whether derived from
hemp or cannabis can be consumed in tincture, edible, vapor, smoke, or even topical form to
help alleviate symptoms related to anxiety, ptsd, autoimmune disease, epilepsy and more!

Creative Writing

Fine Art and Poetry
Digitasia Excerpts:
In this society
Deception is perfection, artificial intelligence is validated validation authority.
In this society, rhetoric is rationale and escape from responsibility.
In this reality, virtually every imaginable reward, prize, and measure of merit is the pavlovian
token of achieving a complete and all encompassing immersive pleasure loop of hedonism,
delusion, and depravity.
Algorithmic lies
Cia spies
The prefrontal cortex demise
The fruits of this society
We live in a matrix of technocratic autonomy, where the collective human, corporeal psyche is
undergoing autopsy.
--I’ve become a canvass of damage:
Bellious boils
Dermatitis of despair
Ganegrief has ravaged every surface
Anti-interaction atrophy has hardened the walls of my heart and clogged my atrial walls with fear
of calamity
A waltz of the most regretful speed, ¾ time distortion where shame meets melody meets hope
obscured by death--It is so hard to hear the savior when my flesh screams louder than 1000 dsfd
What I would give to feel peaceful and whole again. Washed clear in the gifts of the Lord,
maybe I’m not properly wielding my sword but the book said there will be suffering too, that the
suffering brings us closer to You
What’s a beaten down, botched up mortal to do?
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